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DECEPTION BAY FEBRUARY

Pictured this page: Just some of the sights and delights we
experienced here at Palm Lake Care Deception Bay in recent weeks from four-legged visitors, to casual sports and informative talks.

NEW KID ON THE (PALM LAKE) BLOCK
Thank you for welcoming me into your beautiful aged caring community here at Deception Bay. I come to
Palm Lake Care with a long and rewarding history working in aged care management roles over the past
27 years. I have worked as Executive Director/Service Manager with a community of similar size to this
one. I also filled the role of Interim Manager for a very large community on the Sunshine Coast.
I am married with two adult sons and two small grandsons. In addition to family, the next love of my
life is aged care. I look forward to working closely with every member of this wonderful community. I
pledge to uphold the Palm Lake Care ‘Promises’ and ensure we continue to be recognised for excellence
in quality care. I look forward to contributing and leading the team where residents enjoy their warm,
friendly home and feel treated with dignity and respect. I consider it a privilege to join the Palm Lake Care
Deception Bay community and am eager to meet all our families.
Gail King, Service Manager

COTTON PLANTS BRING MUCH WONDER
We have a courtyard garden planted with a
variety of herbs in our memory support unit. The
area also incorporates wooden benches under
large umbrellas and fragrant frangipani trees,
providing an inviting outdoor area for residents
to enjoy.
We guide residents to plant, nurture and watch
garden plants develop. We point out the colours
of plant leaves and flowers to create awareness
and engagement with residents who show
delight in the stimulating environment. Memory
support residents are very tactile - they pluck
leaves from plants and collect fallen leaves and
small sticks. They carry these in their hands all
day and this also provides calming benefits.

Pictured above: Our cotton plants are an interesting and tactile addition to
the Palm Lake Care Deception Bay garden area.
Pictured below: Resident Eva Raddatz enjoys watching the interesting cotton
plants grow and develop in our courtyard.

From these observations, we wanted to
incorporate a plant in our gardens that offered
more tactile stimuli and would remain intact
regardless of handling. We introduced the cotton
plants.
Residents watered and watched the plants grow,
then flower. The flowers are cream in colour
at first, however, when pollinated, the cotton
flowers change to pink, then red, then purple
before forming a cotton pod. The pod grows,
swelling until it bursts and reveals the cotton
inside. When left on the bush, residents can pick
the cotton anytime they wish.
The cycle from planting to producing cotton is
five months. During that time, residents nurture,
water daily, fertilize when required and observe
growth in the plants. This cycle creates constant
curiosity and motivates ongoing interest on a
daily basis because the cotton pod’s story is
retold every day.

OUT OF THE BOX
We are in the process of constructing small boxes
for residents’ rooms. These boxes will provide a
home for TV and air conditioner remote controls,
making them easier to find.
Each small box will have a painted bird attached
to the side to help create awareness for the
resident, making it easier to find their controllers.
Stay tuned for future newsletters when we unveil
our crafty handywork with these useful little
boxes.
Linda Riedel,
Lifestyle Team Coordinator
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